
Analy Shape Design Activity 

Make 1 and Make 2 

Due 3rd & 4th period, Monday 12/14/20 by 5pm 

7th periods, Tuesday 12/15/20 by 5pm 

 

Using only the given shapes (square, equilateral triangle, circle) in either blue, 

black or white or a mix of these colors, create an Analy spirit poster that celebrates 

part of what you believe makes Analy great. You may duplicate or rotate the 

shapes as much as you want, but do not union or resize them. They may partially 

cover each other, but they must remain exactly what they were at the start in terms 

of size, border, color and dimensions. A copy of the shapes is to the right so you 

can see what we're working with. 

 

Click here to open a Gravit file with these items in it. This is where you will start. Once you have the file 

open, under the File menu choose "Save to cloud as…" and save it as "Shape Design <your name>".  

 

What should you create? It's up to you: you can spell a word that to you Analy stands for or should stand for, 

draw a tiger, a paw print, or any other design that you can think of that relates to Analy and what makes 

Analy great. To get full credit your creation must be clear to an outside observer (meaning: if I can't see what 

you think you've created, I'm not going to give you full credit.) 

 

Checklist before turning in project: 

 

1. Your design celebrates part of what you think makes Analy great. 

2. Your design is made up entirely of copies of the shapes I gave you in the template. 

3. You can rotate and duplicate the shapes all you want, but do not resize them. 

4. Extra shapes are deleted when you are done. 

5. Your creation looks great! 

6. Add text at the bottom, separate from your design (not overlapping) saying what you were trying to 

do with this poster (in other words, explain your design to me.) 

7. Make sure your everything fits on the page. 

8. Your project is named "Shape Design <yourname>" and is turned in on the Google classroom. 

 

 

https://designer.gravit.io/?token=TwfHdqdBv4H5pen2A2WRYOLa7HLRMswF

